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ABSTRACT
This report describes participant evaluation as a

method of studying social phenomena. A review of literature presents
participant observation in relation to some of the other techniques
of research, e.g., experimentation and statistical surveys using
pre-tested questionnaires. Lengthy discussion of seven problem areas
of participant observationis presented. These areas concern .who
should observe, what kindra role should be assigned to the observer,
the avoidance of bias, hOw the observer may test for bias in the data
used for conclusions the possibility of operational and basic
research in a school system, who determines the final disposition of
the research findings, and some moral implications of participant
observation. Four helpful tentative suggestions for the participant
observer are presented. A 14-item bibliography is included. (MJM)
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PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION IN
A SCHOOL SETTING

Although this article deals primarily with participant

observation as a way of studying social phenomena, an attempt will be

made first to put this technique of research in the social sciences into

perspective in relation to some of the other techniques of research, e.g.,

experimentation and statistical surveys using pre-tested questionnaires.

Both research methods seek reliable data, but since not all

data are equally accessible by both methods, we must choose the method

or combination of methods which will yield the most reliable information.

If we have gathered information by observation in a natural

setting, we must eventually extract the relevant data and describe whatever

recurring patterns of behaviour we have discovered. The description will

be largely in qualitative terms--for example, "the system bred distrust,"

"he seemed to be very angry," or in quasi-statistical terms--"a programme

of that kind did not seem to motivate most of,-them," etc. Descriptive

statistics may be provided to support the conclusions.

If we gather data in a structured experiment or by means of.

pre-tested questionnaires, we proceed to describe the patterns in sta-

tistical terms, indicating.central tendencies, dispersions and variance,

degrees of relationship between variables, probabilities of chance

occurences, etc.
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In both methods we must identify in sufficient detail the

steps we took in the collection and analysis of data so that others (or

we ourselves) may repeat the experiment or observe in a similar natural

setting and see to what extent they (or we ourselves) come up with

similar findings.

The laboratory method of gathering data in the social sciences

has been defined by a number of distinguished experimenters.

Festinger defines a laboratcry experiment as one "in which the

investigator creates a situation with the exact conditions he wants to

have and in which he controls some and manipulates other variables"1

In a similar vein Zelditch and Hopkins suggest that "To

'experiment' is so to manipulate the conditions under which some event

is made to occur that the effects produced by different sets of initial

conditions can be contrasted By 'laboratory' is meant any setting

that allows the investigator to control vigorously theTOonditions under

which he makes his observations." 2

Kaplan gives another, more general definition of experimentation:

"Experimentation is a process of observation, to be carried out in a

situation especially brought about for that purpose."3

A somewhat more descriptive and fuller definition is given by

Zelditch and Evan. They suggest that by means of the experiment, "such

proceses (as occur in the real world) may be simplified, measured, and

Manipulated, so that rare states may be created, reasonably exact replicates

ensured, necessary contrasts obtained, confounding factors randomized,

extraneous disturbances eliminated, and the processes observed compre

hensively, precisely, and more or less at the will of the investigator."4

Exponents of laboratory experimentation usually have little

timeor the field research or participant observer methods. Of field

4
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research, Chris Argyris said that, "Once he (the investigator) has stated

a series of these (hypotheses), he must sit on the sidelines and patiently

wait to see if any of the conditions actvaly evolve and if the predicted

behaviour accompanies the conditions as hypothesized." 5

In contrast, the experimenter makes things happen at his

discretion; he starts the experiment when he is ready. But more important,

he can use controls, manipulative or statistical, to identify sources of

variation. These are said to provide "a reduction in the ambiguity with

which variations in the data (dependent-variable measures) may be assigned

to the major conditions whose influence is under investigation (independent

6
variables) ."

Moreover, if variables are not controlled there is a breakdown

in the testing of hypotheses; uncontrolled variables "always remain potential

alternative explanations."
7

It is in this respect that laboratory

observation is claimed to be superior to_observation in a natural setting.

A more direct attack on natural observation is made by E. Zigler
8

who discusses laboratory experimentation in developmental psychology. He

argues that the naturalistic method (a variant of participant observation)

deals with phenomena too global to refine, and the concepts it develops

are too vague to test. The theory thus developed is difficult to prove

or to disprove. For this reason he suggests that' we should gather data

systematically via experiments and construct only "middle-range" rather

than "grand" theories.

A somewhat more tolerant position is taken.by M. Sidman. 9 He

suggests that we should adopt experience from operant conditioning to

organizational experimentation by allowing the subject to develop a

"steady state of responding" before any experimental variations
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are introduced. Such a base line would make it easier to detect the

influence of independent variables.

The natural observation method is also not without many worthy

champions and supporters. Everett C. Hughes, in his introduction to

"Field Work, An Introduction to the Social Sciences,"
10

defines field

work as "observation of people in situ; finding them where they are,

staying with them in some role which, while acceptable to them, will

allow both intimate observation of certain parts of their behaviour,

and reporting it in a way useful to social sclence but not harmful to

those observed."
11

For him, good social observation requires that one

"be close to people living their lives" and tLe observer must live his

life "and must also report." "The problem of maintaining good balance

between these roles lies at the very heart of sociology, and indeed of

all social science." He rounds out his definition with the remark that

the outstanding peculiarity of this method is that the observer, in

greater or less degree, is uaught up in the very web of social interaction

which he observes, analyses and reports. Even if he observes through

a peep hole, he plays a role: that of epy. And when he reports his

observations made thus he becomes a kind of informer. If he observes

in a role of a member of the group, he may be considered a traitor the

moment he reports."
10

For these reasons and many others Hughes feels that "learning

to do it--both parts of it, observing and reporting--can have some of the

quality of mild psychoanalysis.., ,
10

In reporting on his own studies in

the U.S.A., Germany and 411ebec he says that everywhere "the time

came when I had to desert statistical reports and documents and fare

forth to see for myself. It was then that the real learning began,
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although the knowledge gained in advance was very useful; in fact, it often

made possible the conversations which opened the field. One who has some

information and asks for more is perhaps less likely to be refused than

one who has no advance information; perhaps the best formula is to have

.advanced knowledge, but to let it show in the kind of questions one asks.'
10

Although Hughes regards field work or participant observation

not merely one among several, but the paramount method of social study,

it was associated for a longtime primarily with ethnology rather than

sociology. It first appeared in sociology in the form of social surveys

when social surveyers such as Charles Booth in England, Le Play in France

and W.L. Thomas and Robert E. Park in the United States went out into

the slims to observe the life of the new urban industrial lower classes.

Much of what they found they reported "fully, freely, and bitterly"

(Robert E. Park), for they aimed at arousing public opinion and bringing

about social change. Of Robert E. Park, Hughes says that, "he did more

perhaps than any other person to produce the new American sociology

in which people went about and did field observations designed to advance

theoretical, as well as practical, knowledge of modern, urban society."10

The meaning of survey research changed eventually to signify the

study of political and other opinions by interviewing with set questions a

sample of people who are supposed to represent, statistically a much

larger population. Implicit in survey research is the assumption that,

"some very large population speaks so nearly the same language, both in

letter and figure of speech, that the differences in answers will not
ct

be due in significant degree to differences in the meaning of words in

the questions. This is a condition hard to meet even in Western

literature countries; in many parts of the world, it cannot be met at all,"

P7



says Hughes.
10

With respect to field work or participant observation

Hughes claims that it does not have to limit itself to minor variations

of behaviour within large homogenous populations. Most of the modern

surveys, i.e. those carried out by interviewing with set questions,

"would be much more useful if they were followed by even more intensive

field work than that which precedes them."

Hughes recommends a kind of synthesis of various methods. In

his view "the social science of today requires, in fact, a great many arts

of observation and analysis."
16

The following quotation makes clear the kind of data which

can be obtained only through participant observation; here the situation

does not lend itself either to controlled experiments or questionnaires.

Although it was carried out only within the last decade, Erving

Goffmanis study entitled "Asylums" is now a classic example of socio

logical and psychological research using the method of participant

observation. In the preface Goofman points out t'at his immediate

objective in doing field work at St. Elizabethb Hospital in Washington

D.C.--"a federal institution of over 7000 ;nmates...was to try to learn

about the social world of the hospital, inmate, as this world is subjectively

experienced by him. I started out in the role of an assistant to the

athletic director, when pressed avowing to be a student of recreation

and community life, and I passed the day with patients avoiding sociable

contact with the staff and the carrying of a key." 11
A bit further on

Goffman writes, "I did not employ usual methods of measurements and

controls. I assumed that the role and time required to gather statistical

evidence for a few statements would preclude my gathering data on the

tissue and fabric of patient life."11
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These two short extracts contain the essence of what

participant observation as a research method is all about. First,

the object is not to impose preconceived categories on the people,

behaviour, and interactions that are observed. Rather it is to learn

to see the world as it is seen and experienced by the subject of study.

Secondly, in order to be able to do so, the researcher must be perceived

as having a legitimate role in the system, though not an authority role.

Finally, the method is not "scientific" in. that it does not employ

"usual methods of measurements and controls."

Howard S. Becker provides a more direct definition of participant

observation in his article in the American Sociological Review. He says,

"The participant observer gathers data by participating in the daily life

of the group or organization he studies. He watches the people he is

studying to see what situations they ordinarily meet and how they behave

in them. He enters into conversation with some or all of the participants

in these situations and discovers their interpretations of the events

he has observed." 12

Here as with Goffman, the categories in which behaviour,

interaction, and experience are to be.eventually organized are not those

of the observer as much as they are those of the subjects. Nor is

there reference to a hypothesis or null hypothesis, to the nature of

population or sample, or to the kinds of controls or tests of significance

that were used. The main object of the research is to collect information

about behaviour in terms of the meanings, symbols and conceptual frames

of reference of those who are being studie , rather than in terms of

the researcher. Nor does the method depend to any great extent on what

the subject says a given experience, interaction, or behaviour means;
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rather the researcher looks at the whole syndrome of responses of the

subject in order to understand what to him is the true meaning of that

experience, interaction, etc.

Hambleton indicates clearly that participant observation

can be one of the important "Sources of Data," in educational research.

He points out that sometimes we do not get far in "forming insights or

true understandings," because "we ask the same questions time after time."

He suggests that the questions centred on test results may be the wrong

questions for many purposes. Instead, like the landscape painter we

should allow "the entire landscape to seep into (our) stream of

consciousness." For according to him, the landscape painter "...does not

13attempt to place a preconceived order on the environment."

The following remark in the same article seems to endorse

clearly a participant observer approach to some of the research problems

in education. "In education," says Hambleton, "we have been rather prone

to attempt to count various phenomena rather than to look at the phenomena

and attempt, no matter how crudely, to begin to understand the phenomena

and ask significant questions concerning such an occurence. We know

how many of this or that, but we cannot explain a great number of the

phenomena we have counted." "...We have tended to take snapshots or

a view of the product rather than attempt to produce a film or a kinescope.

It is conceivable that the real meaning of any situation is in a flow of

action rather than in a frozen picture. By what means might we observe

a group of children on a playground?...What things may we observe if we

look at the teachinglearning process rather than use some measuring
ij

device after the process has been completed? There have been remarkably

few attempts made to observe the classroom as a single data source...

10



Processes that we night discuss as a basic source are the interactions

which exist between teacner. Ind pupil, teacher and pupils, and pupil

and pupil."13

I would take this as a clear invitation for the participant

observer to come to the school, the playground and the classroom to

study the meaning and impact of the educational process on various

groups of students, on the teachers, on the school system and perhaps

on the larger community. A competent participant observer could not

only contribute significantly to our understanding of the impact of dif-

ferent teaching methods on student motivation, but also to our knowledge

of the ways in which school organization and administrative practices

affect the motivation o2 both teacher and students. irticipant

observer research could yield invaluable data on the origins of

disparities between student and teacher expectations regarding the

purposes of the school, the content of the curriculum, the function of

the teacher and the student, the nature of the student-teacher exchange

and the function of discipline. On a somewhat larger canvas, such res-zrch

could give us insight into the teaching function as perceived by rrincipals

and inspectors as well as teachers; and finally the role of the school

as seen by all concerned--the pupils, the parents, the community as well

as teachers, principals, board officials and trustees.

As I indicated at the beginning, my object in preparing

this paper was to provide a description of participant observation as

a method of strdying various social and psychological phenomena in a

school setting. My remai-ks are based on my experience as a participant

observer from September to December 1965 in a new experimental school

in Toronto; and on the reading that I did in connection with this

project.
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universities, whereas practicing teachers do not usually pursue advanced

study in the behavioural sciences when these are not instrumental to

the promotion of their careers.

During the year I was with the School Board two participant

observers were employed there. A third was employed by a department

of the. University of Toronto. The first two reported their findings

only to the Research Department of the Toronto Board; the third reported

only to the University. It was generally understood that the findings

of the first two would be used by the Board if it saw fit; the research

was therefore operational. The work of the third observer must be

regarded as basic research in that there was no immediate way of feeding

the findings back into the system.

Presumably, then, both types of researchers can make a useful

Contribution. The researcher who comes from outside may have more

freedom; he is identified as a person doing a study, and it is understood

that the results will not be made available to the principal, the teachers,

the students or the Board. They will be confidential and no one will

be identified publicly.

The researchers employed by the Board were in a somewhat more

difficult positIon. Their true roles were assumed to be known to the

principals and teachers but not to the students. Neither they nor the

teachers and principals knew whether the findings were to be fed back

into the school program, or if so, when this was to be done. There was

always the chance that their findings and recommendations might be put

to the test at any time. Naturally there was some anxiety as to whether

operational testing of their results would be done with enthusiasm, or

reluctantly, or with a wholly negative attitude. This uncertainty would
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tend to dampen zeal for change, and would tend to oduce rather con-

servative recommendations.

The greatest difficulty is presumed to lie in giving the

researcher a legitimate role that could take him into classrooms,

playground, orlanywhere else in the school. W. R. Scott considers the

legitimization of the role of the researchers an important issue. He

says, "With an increasing number of field studies of formal organizations

being carried out, it is important that more attention be given the

role of sociological observer as it funcUons in this context since

this role in part determines the kind and quality of data collected."14

At present, the only people who have an accepted right to

enter a classroom at any time are prircipals and inspectors. There are

good reasons why this is so. For onc: thing, the interaction between

teacher and pupils, a teacher and a specific pupil, and between pupils

and pupils, is a delicate process that is easily upset by the presence

of an outsider. The principal ar.d inspector come into the classroom

with a control function; and liLe all legitimate control functions, theirs

is accepted or tolerated but not necessarily enjoyed by the classroom

teacher or students. Partlyfor this, as well as other reasons, the

principal's and inspector's visits to the classroom are rather infrequent.

But even if they came more often, neither their skills nor their purpose

in coming are those of a.participant observer. They have special training

and interest in subject'matter and teaching styles. They cannot be expected

to look at many other social and psychological dimensions and events in

the classroom with the eye of a specialist.

Moreover, principals and inspectors have a bias in favour of

the system sincetcey are already well advanced in its hierarchy. In
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time they are bound to develop some sacerdotal attitudes with respect to

the admission of outsiders into the sanctum sanctorum, i.e. the classroom.

The question may be put naively, why not send researchers into

classroom as researchers? Are we sure that their ability to work effectively

is seriously jeopardized if they haven't a socalled legitimate role other

than research: Cannot research itself become a legitimate role? Is it

conceivable that any other role can be devised for a researcher which

could make legitimate his continued presence in a school?

We now come to the third problem. How can we protect against

bias in both the observers and in some sources in their data? As to

the bias of observers the answer must lie in the competence and demonstrated

objectivity of the researcher. If we distrust either his skill or his

scholarly attitude, the answer is surely to not give him the job in the

first place. Of course, it is not as easy to check out competence and

objectivity of a participant observer as it is of a researcher using

the usual empirical research methods, such as questionnaires, surveys,

scales, x
2
or "t" tests, etc.

Another check on the researcher's objectivity is the school

system itself which, like any institution, tends to be conservative and

homeostatic. Any findings submitted by a researcher are not likely to be

accepted without the most minute scrutiny for any tendency on the part of

the researcher to have "an axe to grind," unconscious bias, or scientific

defect.

There is a far greater danger that reports will be tempered to

make them acceptable rather than that they will be revolutionary and

irresponsible.

rile other problem has to do with the degree of confidence the

1
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out suppressing anything that is relevant to the objectives of the

research program. The latter may have been stated in such broad terms

that virtually everything observed and recorded may seem relevant.

Eventually you resolve this dilemma in terms of your estimate

of how punitive is the total system in which you are involved. If you

feel that you can report everything, provided no names are mentioned,

you are likely to be more candid than you would be if you suspected that

someone up the line will try to make life miserable for those who trusted

you and played faired with you in the sub-system you were observing.

The smaller this sub-system, the greater is the likelihood that sources

of information can be identified by those up the line whether you name

them or not. In that event, you are likely to be more circumspect than

you would be had you observed a-large sub-system where identification of

specific sources is much more difficult.

We can only conclude that while the method of participant

observation has a number of unique advantages, it also gives rise to

some serious difficulties. To begin with, it is important not to start

with false expectations. Participant observation does not generally

yield precise, quantitative results. In contrast to the laboratory

method, it is often impossible to control variables. There are no

experiments to be performed which can be repeated at will.

But these sacrifices bring some important benefits. The

observer, by taking on a role which is acceptable to the members of the

system under observation, becomes a part of that system. He is able

to see th' community or sub-community as the members themselves see it.

From my own experience, I have found that it is best for a

participant observer not to have any pre-formed ideas as to the nature
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of the system he is to study. But this does not mean that he should

be ignorant of the various aids to effective participant observation.

On the contrary, many problems can be forestalled if the observer

makes it his business to learn the theory and practice of the technique.

The following hints may prove to be helpful.

First, the participant observer should make sure that the nature

of his own role is clear to all those with whom he comes into contact.

Deception will breed mistrust; the consequences of mistrust are false or

distorted conclusions. But while the observer's role should be under-

stood by the members of the systeMil it shouk not be conspicuous. The

less disturbance the observer's presence causes, the better. His role,

therefore, should be legitimate in terms of the system under study.

Secondly, it should be understood by the members of the system

that the findings of the study will not threaten them. This is specially

important if the study is operational and is likely to have immediate

application. If possible, the anonymity of the members of the system

should be guarded.

Thirdly, bias on the part of the observer, or on the part

of the data at his disposal, can be avoided by many of the usual methods.

If the observer is otherwise known to be competent, there should be ne

serious doubts. In any case, a critical examination of his findings

for conscious or unconscious bias provides an effective double-check.

Finally, we cannot escape the conclusion that the role of

participant observer carries with it a built-in dilemma. The friend-

ships developed while the observer is in the field may easily keep him

from being objective; but the motive for "protecting" friends disappears

if both observer and subject are assured that anonymity will be preserved.
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These are only tentative sugiestions; much more research is

needed. It appears that if participant observation is carried cut

skillfully, it can become as important to the social sciences as the

laboratory method is to the natural sciences.

..,
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